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Abstract 

In this paper we shall discuss how to treat the automatic selection of 
appropriate lathe tools in a computer-aided production planning (CAPP) 
application as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) over hierarchically 

structured finite domains . Conceptually it is straightforward to formulate 
lathe-tool selection in terms of a CSP, however the choice of constraint 
and domain representations and of the order in which the constraints are 
applied is nontrivial if a computationally tractable system design is to be 
achieved . Since the domains appearing in technical applications often can 
be modeled as a hierarchy, we investigate how constraint satisfaction algo
rithms can make use of this hierarchical structure. Moreover, many real-life 
problems are formulated in a way that no optimal solution can be found 
which satisfies all the given constraints. Therefore, in order to bring AI 
technology into real-world applications, it becomes very important to be 
able to cope wi th conflicting constraints and to relax the given CSP until 
a (suboptimal) solution can be found. For these reasons, the constraint 
system CONTAX has been developed, which incorporates an extended hi
erarchical arc-consistency algorithm together with discrete constraint re
laxation and has been used to implement the lathe-tool selection module 
of the ARC-TEC planning system. 

Area of application: computer-integrated manufacturing, computer
aided production planning 

AI techniques: hierarchical constraint satisfaction, constraint relax
ation 
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1 Introduction 

The rapid development of manufacturing and CO lllputc r techllologies has gCIlf'r

ated new problems. To solve these problems 1l10del'll tools c\lld t('chniquf's arc 
required. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the Illost appropriatf' tf'chlliquf's 
for solving complex industrial problems [Kusiak, 1988]. 

The ARC-TEC project at DFKI const.itutes an AI approach to implf'lIwnt the 
idea of computer-integrated manufacturing (CI1\1). Along \\'it.ll conc<'pt.ual solu
tions, it provides a continuous sequence of software tools for the Acquisition, 
R epresentation, and Compilation of TEChni ca l knowledge (d. [nernardi cl al., 

1991]). This shell combines the KADS knowledge-acquisition I1wthodology, the 
KL-ONE representation theory [Brachman and Schlllolz(" J <J1)!)], and W/\ 1\1 COI11-

pilation [Hein and Meyer, 1992] and constraill(-hClllclling teclillologies [l\'le,Yer rI 
ai., 1992]. For its evaluation, an expert systell1 for product i011 pl(lIlllillg h(ls Iwell 
developed. 

The input to the production planning sys(elll is Cl \'Cry lo\\' - Ievel descript.ioll of 
a rotational -sy mmetric workpiece as it comes 1'1'0111 a C/\]) SYS!.('II!. C:eoll1ctrical 
description of the workpiece's surfaces alld topolog ical lIeigld)()rllOocl relat.iolls are 
the central parts of this representation. If possibJc a.t aiL procluct.io ll plallning 
with these data starting from (nearly) first prillciples would require very complf'x 
algorithms. Thus, planning st rategies 011 such a detailed level are Iwit.her available 
nor do they make sense. Instead hUll1all plalll1<'rs [Schlll(llhofer rI al., 1991] 
have a library of skeletal plans in their millds. Each of these plClIIS is (Issociatf'd 
with a more or less abstract description of a (part of a) workpiece, which cU'f' 
called workpiece features [Klauck et al., 1~~1]. Such a feat urI' is clefined by its 
association to a corresponding manufacturing method. The gelleration of a.n 
abstract feature description of the workpiece is the first stf'P of the production 
planning process. The obtained features characterize the workpiece with respect 
to its production. In a second step the skeletal plans (associated to the ff'aturcs) 
are retrieved and merged resulting in an abstract NC progra.m, which is then 
transformed into code for the concrete CNC machine. 

The planning system has been developed using COLAB [l1olf'Y el al., J9!n], a 
hybrid-knowledge compilation laboratory which int.egrates the power of forward 
and backward reasoning, constraint propagation, and taxolloll1ic c lassification. 
The focus is not on an integrated smooth SystClll , but. 011 eX(-~lllplifying methodolo

gies for the use of hybrid formalisms at certain su btasks. These various subtasks 
require a number of specialized reasoning mechanisms integrated in COLA 13: Fea
ture aggregation is performed by the forward reasoning componf'nt, FORWARD 1

, 

1 FORWARD [Hinkelmann , 1992] is a declarat.ive rul e-based system with 1I0rn clauses as its 
basic representation scheme, which is tightly coupled with I1ELPUN to achieve bidirectional 
reasoning . It offers two different implementations: Th e first interprets bottom-up rules direct ly 
using a magic set transformation for goal-directed reason ing. The secolld transforms bottom
up and bidirectional rules to RELFUN Horn clauses whi ch are filially comp iled into code for an 
extended WAM with a special forward code area. 
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Figure 1: An example workpiece with its selected lathe tools 

together with the terminological component, TAXON 2. The derived features are 
finally collected by a program written in RELFUN [Boley, 1990], the backward 
reasoning component of COLAB. The abstract NC program is then generated 
from the classified workpiece by parameterized retrieval of skeletal plans using 
RELFUN and selecting the appropriate lathe too ls via CONTAX. the constraint 
propagation component of COLAB. 

2 The lathe-tool selection problem 

The application problem we are dealing with for the rest of this paper will be 
to find appropriate lathe tools to manufacture the workpiece. According to the 
shape, the material and other attributes of the lathe part to be manufactured, 
the work-plan consists of a number of different steps. A typical work-plan may 
provide one step for roughing, another step for finishing and a third (facultative) 
step for doing the fine finishing of the lathe pa.rt. However, a work-plan can be 

2TAXON [Baader and Hanschke, 1991] is a KL-oNE-like knowledge representation system. It 
provides two subformalisms: one to define and reason about terminologies, called Tbox, and 
another (called Abox) to reason about assertional knowledge. A terminology consists of a set 
of intensional concept definitions, which are arranged in a subsumption hierarchy (actually a 
directed acycl ic graph) by the classification service. In the Abox the concepts can be instanti
ated by individuals. The individuals have att ributes and belong to concepts . This a<;sertional 
knowledge is used to determine the most specific concept.s in the subsumption hierarchy to 
which the individuals belong (realization service) . 
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much more complicated. For each processing step, a.ppropriatc too ls ha.ve to be 
chosen. 

This tool selection depends heavily on a lot of geometrical (e.g. the edge-angle) 
as well as technological parameters (e.g. material , process etc.). Moreover, the 
tool system itself consists of subparts that have to be combin ed, e.g. the tool 
holder, the material of the plate and its geometry. In practi ce, there are a lot of 
restrictions, 'which holder to use for which plate', 'whi ch kind of plate gromet ry 
to use for which workpiece' contour and so OIl. Figure 1 shows a typical lathe 
workpiece together with the selected too ls for the different 11l anufact uring features 
and lathe- turning steps . 

To keep things simple, we may assume that. a lathe tool consists of two basic 
parts: the cutting plate, whi ch actuall y Cllts the III a.t.('J'ial , a nd the 1001 holrier, 
which serves to hold the cutting plates. We can exchange eit.her t.he cut.t.ing plate 
only or both plate and holder. There is a functi onal re latic)I} J)('tw('en holders 
and tools , i. e . for one holder, only a few too ls are suit.ed. III our applicat.ion, 
we are now concerned with finding a well-suited tool - or rather: a Illlmbcr of 
well-suited tools-starting from a set of constraints which c\('scrilw til(' a.ctual 
problem, i.e. information about the process to be perfo rmed , about the lathe pa.rt 
to be processed, and internal information about the compat. ibili ty of holders and 
cutting-plates as well as about holder and plate geometries. Lath e-too l select ion 
will then result in a set of possible holder/tool combin at ion s for each skeletal pl an 
or manufacturing feature . Using this informati on, the pl anning laye r formali "ed in 
RELFUN will finally perform the optimizations nccessa ry to obta.in a (sub )optimal 
work-plan. 

3 Formalizing the lathe-tool selection problem 
as CSP 

When formalizing the tool selection problem as a esp, the first thing we have to 
do is to restrict the number of input parameters, whi ch cru cia.l ly determines the 
complexity of the problem, since each parameter co rresponds to a vari ab le in the 
constraint net. For our small example we will use the following variables: 

• Holder: This variable denotes the tool holder . In the beginning, it ranges 
over the domain of all holders. During constraint propagation, it will be 
restricted to the set of holders which can currentl y be chosen. 

• Plate: This variable denotes the cutting plate to be chosen . Analogously 
to the holder variable, it ranges over the set of all cutting plates and will 
be restricted subsequently. 

• Process : This variable corresponds to the actual kind of processing. 

• WP-ma t e r ial: This variable contains the material of t he lat he workpiece. 
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• Beta-max: This variable denotes the maximal angle (3 appearing within 
the range of one feature of the workpiece. 3 

• Edge-Angle: This variable embodies the most important geometrical at
tribute of a cutting-plate, its edge-angle c. 

• TC-Edge-Angle: The tool cutting edge-angle X is a geometrical char
acteristic of the tool holder. It denotes the angle between the horizontal 
cutting direction and the marginal cutting axis of the holder. 

Figure 2 gives a better understanding of the geometrical items introduced above. 

cutting direction 

TC-Edge-Angle 

...... . .... ............. . 

cutting plate 

Edge-Angle 

......... 
::::::::::::::::::::: .......... ..... ..... 

latl1~p#.t"" .•.. """" .... """"." . ...,..., .. . ...,...,...,......,...,...,......,...,...,...~...,...,...,...-:--:-:..L.. 
............... 

rotation axis 

Figure 2: The Angle Constraint 

Having identified the problem variables, the constraints can be put on the 
variables. In the following, we will consider on ly the most important constraints: 

• holder _tcea(Holder, TC-Edge-Angle): This const raint describes the 
functional relation between a holder and its tool-cutting edge-angle. It is 
represented as a primitive or database constraint by enumerating all the 
possible combinations. 

• plate_ea(Plate, Edge-Angle): This constraint is a database-constraint, 
too. It denotes the fact that each plate has its own edge-angle4

. 

• compatible(Holder, Plate): This constraint expresses the compatibility 
condition between tool holders and cutting plates. 

3In general, each of these features corresponds to a single working process. 
40f course, we could have implemented the plate as a more complex data structure containing 

its edge-angle as an attribute. For the sake of uniformity, we implemented it as a const ra.int , 
just as we did with the holder_tcea constraint. 
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• hard_enou gh(Pla te , WP-Materia l): For materials with diffrrent de
grees of hardness, different cuttin g-pla tt"s have to be usre! . Process ing 
hardened steel, e .g., may require cerami c or even di alll ond cuttin g plates, 
whereas aluminum can be cut with otll('r , chea per pl ates. ate, however, 
that hardness is just one of many attributes of a lTIa trri al whi ch an ' impor
tant in order to choose the ri ght cutting pl ate. 

• p ro cess_holder (Process, Holder): For the differellt steps of processing, 
diffe re n t types of holders a re a ppro priate. We ll -s uit.ed fo r the purpose o f 

roughing, e.g., are holders of the CSSNL class . 

• p ro cess_edge_angle (Pro cess, Edge-Angle) : Thi s const raillt expresses 
a rule of thumb which says t.h a t for rougllill g, pl a\.es \\' iUI big edge-a ngles 
should be chosen, whereas for fini shill g, sl11 a ll (' r edge-a ll gles iH (' a ppropri a te. 

• TC-E dge-Angle + Edge-Angle + B eta-Max 
< 180°: This numerical con straint expresses the cOllditioll that. tit(' sum 
of the tool-cutting edge-angle and the edge-angle I1IU St 1)(' less th a ll the 
difference between 180° and the maxim al ascendillg feat ure-angle. Thi s 
constraint becomes evident when looking at fi gure 2, where t he? angles are 
denoted by x, c , f3 , respectively. 

In our example, all but one constrain t a rc of bili a ry natun'. Not. r t1l at in general 
thi s is not necessary. However, many const raillt syst.elll s call process bilia ry 
constraints in a more effi cient way t han 11-ar.v CO ll st raillt.s. Fi g ure: ~ shows t\w 
resulting constraint net for our app licati on eX('IIllpl e. 

4 The constraint system CONTAX 

Various approaches and algorithms have been deve loped to ta.ckl e the constra int 
satisfaction problem (CSP). The compu tatioll a l comp lex it ies of t hese a. lgo ri t hm s 
heavily depend on the level of consistency t hey compute (d. [Mackwort h a nd 
Freuder, 1985]) . To reduce the complex ity, te rminological kll ow ledge ca ll be used 
to structure the domains of the variab les occurring in th e esp. 

The constraint system CONTAX supports constra int propagation met hods for 
computing locally or globally consistent assignments of values from the given do
mains to the variables of the CSP. Especially, CO NTAX provides a mechani sm for 
solving constraints over hierarchically structured domains whi ch can be defin ed 
using the terminological language T AXON. 

4.1 Constraint satisfaction and local consist e n cy 

Given a set of n variab les, each with an assoc iated domain and a set of con
straining relations each involving a subset of t he vari ables, a constraint sati sfac
tion problem can informally be defin ed as to find all poss ib le n- tuples such that 
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Figure 3: The Exemplary Constraint Net. 

each n-tuple is an instantiat ion of the n variables sat.isfyillg t.ile relatiolls . The 
constraining relations are called conslrainls. C()Ilstra.illts Ill ay he of allY arity, 
whereas many constraint systems restrict them to be unary or binary. The' vari 
ables of the CSP together with the constraints deGnecl ove r tlte'11l ca.n be regarded 
as a constraint graph or constraint net. More formally, tlte general constraint sat
isfaction problem can be defined as follows: 

Definition 1 (CSP) 
Assume a finite set 0/ variables V = {Xl, ... ,Xn} I a fini/. e set D = DI U ... U Dn 
(domains), and a finite set R o/relations Ri aTe given, such thal Ri ~ Di} x ... X 

D ik , where Di ~ D and ki is the a1'ity 0/ R i . Th e constraint so./isfaclion problem 
is t~ find an assignment (J : V --t D /01' the va·/"iables such that all const·rainls (l1'e 
satisfied simultaneously. 

A common example of a constraint sat isfaction problem is the graph-coloring 
problem. Since graph-coloring is an NP-complete esp, it is most unlikely that a 
polynomial time algorithm exists for solving general esps. However, a number 
of algorithms based on local propagation have been developed. These algorithms 
do not necessarily solve a CSP completely but they eliminate, once and for all, 
local inconsistencies that cannot participate in any global so lution. These incon
sistencies would otherwise have been repeatedly discovered by any backtracking 
solution. Hence local consistency algorithms can play the role of a preprocessor 
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for subsequent backtracking search, or they can be coupled with case analysis or 
simple domain splitting to recover the complete set of solutions to the CSP. 

Constraint satisfaction algorithms can be classified by the level of consistency 
they establish between the variables of the constraint net. A k-consistency algo
rithm removes all inconsistencies involving all subsets of size k of the n variables. 
For example, the node, arc, and path consistency algorithms detect and elimi
nate inconsistencies involving k = 1, 2, and :3 variables, respectively. Freuder's 
generalization of those algorithms for k ---+ n can be used to produce the complete 
set of solutions to the CSP [Freuder, 1978]. 

Local propagation computes arc- or path-consistency. Values not appearing 
in any solution are eliminated. Local consistency gives an assignment of sets of 
values to the variables . Since the constraints are not satisfied simultaneously 
by the same values, this relaxes the problem. Every globally consistent solution 
is locally consistent too, but not vice-versa. By that relaxation the complexity 
of algorithms is reduced to polynomial time. Thus, local propagation can be 
used efficiently in large se·arch spaces to pre-process and i III prove the behavior of 
backtracking algorithms, which run over the reduced search spaCe afterwards. 5 

Nevertheless, the pruning effect by local propagation depends on the kind of the 
problem: local propagation does not necessarily reduce the search space at all. 
On the other hand, some special instances of the CSP can be solved without any 
backtracking, provided there is some additional information about the structure 
of the constraint net [Meseguer, 1989]. 

4 .2 Hierarchically structured domains and hie rarchical 
arc-consistency 

In many real-world applications, objects can be clustered and grouped to classes 
according to some of their properties. These classes often form a hierarchy, 
which can be described by a subclass-superclass relat.ion, also called isa-relation. 
Knowledge representation using i sa-hierarchies enables efficient use of attributes 
and properties of the considered domains. The transitivity of the isa-relation 
guarantees the inheritance of properties from super- to subclasses; subclasses can 
be seen as specializations . Any arbitrary domain can be transformed into a di
rected acyclic graph (DAG), which describes the domain as a hierarchy- in the 
worst case only consisting of nodes. In principle, the algorithms for solving any 
CSP, especially those dealing with large domains and hence large search spaces, 
can make use of structuring the domains. 

The class hierarchy can be defined directly by enumerating the isa-links be
tween classes. Moreover, the classes may declaratively be defined in terms of 
concept definitions in the sense of terminological languages like KL-ONE, which 

SThe algorithm AC-3 [Mackworth, 1977) for achieving arc-consistency has a time complexity 
of O(ea3 ). Its space complexity is O(e + na), with e const.raints (arcs) , n variables (nodes) and 
a cardinality of a for all domains. 
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then are classified to get the subsnmption hierarchy. For this plII'pose, CONTAX 

employs the terminological language TAXON and its classifi cat ion algorithms to 
structure the domains. The classifier does usually not build a tree, since one 
concept may be a subconcept of more than one other. More likely, the resulting 
hierarchy describing the domain of some constraint variabl('s becomes a Di\G 
representing this lattice. 

To exploit the hierarchical structure of domains, the propagation a lgorithm s 
had to be extended to deal with concepts instea.d of elements of a doma.in. The 
main aim is to reduce the complexity measured by the nUIl1\)(' r of evaluations 
of the constraining relations. Therefore, CONTAX provides all ext(' nded and 
improved version of the hierarchi cal arc-consistency a lgo rithm (II AC) presented 
in [Mackworth et al., 1985]. It llses two new predicat('s, \\"hich evaluate the 
constraints between arbitrary concepts by us ing inheritanc e.' lll<'challisllls. Sin ce 
the concepts represent a large number of c le ill c ilts a.t onc<" t.ilis ililProV('S the 
efficiency of the propagation algorithm. 

In [Mackworth et al., 1985] some ass lIlllpt.iollS a.bout t.lte const.raint.s ali(I hi 
erarchies are made. The HAC a lgori t hm only dea ls with billiHY cOlIst.raint.s over 
binary, singly rooted, strict trees as domain s. For any real -\\'orld CSJ> the re
strictions made by HAC seem to be inappropriate . In Mldit.ioll t.o that., it. is 
useful- especially for large domain s- to allow definitions of constr<lillts bdw('(' 11 
arbitrary concepts. Since the hierarchies are seen as structlll'f'd inlwrit.ance ncL
works, we have to make clear what inheritan ce means for cOllstraints: 

Definition 2 (inheritance of constraints) 
Let R j ~ Dl X ... X Di X ... X Dk be a constraint, (ell,'" , di , ... , di;) E Rj 

be a tuple in R j . Then f01' all di E D i the 17l7)le (ell,"" eli, ... , elk) E R j if] 
isa(di , eli). 

A locally consistent value assignment ca.n be ddined in terlllS o f hi e rarchica l 
arc-consistency. For simpli city reasons, we onl y give the ddilliLi oll for bin a ry 
~onstraints he re. 6 However, the act ual CO NTA X illlplernentaLio ll lI ses a ll ('xt.('nded 
notion dealing with n-ary const ra ints: 

Definition 3 (arc-consistency) 
A value assignment a : V ---+ 2D of a set of vahles to each vaTiable of th e constmint 
net with a(Xi ) = Di ~ Di is arc-consistent iff for all vG.1'1:a ble pairs ((,);"'j) 
and fOT all constrair:ts R..i j defin ed ove1' th em it h(~/rls th.at fol' each el E Di there 
exists at least_one d E Dj such that, th e pai'I' (el,d) satisfi es th e constraint R i ,), 

that is Rij (d, d) holds. 

The image D of the value assignment a only includes the most unive rsa.l concepts 
that establish arc-consistency. 

Hierarchical arc-consistency can now be defined ba.sed on the inheritance of 
constraints through isa-links: 

6Since any n-ary relation can be expressed as a set of binary rela t.i ons , this is no serious 
restriction in theory. 
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Definition 4 (hierarchical arc-consistency) 
A value assignment (7 : V ---7 2D with (7(Xd = Di ~ Di is hierarchically 
arc-consistent , if it is arc-consistent and most universal, i.e. for all dEDi 
there does not exist a more general concept q E D i , q # d and isa(d, q) such that 
the assignment 

is arc-consistent, too. 

if 
if 

k=i 
k#i 

The hierarchical constraint satisfaction problem (HCSP) is then to compute 
a hierarchical arc-consistent value assignment which can then using backtracking 
be further restricted towards a globally consistent value assignment satisfying aJl 
constraints simultaneously. 

4.3 The User's View on CONTAX 

Using CONTAX to formalize and solve a constraint satisfaction problem in prin
ciple involves the following steps: 

• identifying the variables and constraints that constitute the given problem 
and defining the domains over which the variables range, 

• defining the problem constraints, 

• connecting variables and constraints to build the constraint net, and 

• finally propagating some initial value assignments through the constraint 
net to restrict the domains of the variables and to achieve a solution for the 
underlying HCSP. 

• 

4.3.1 Defining domains 

In its simplest form, plain domains can be defined by simply enumerating all the 
elements belonging to the domain. For example, the statement 

(def-domain alloy-steel 
(low-alloy-steel high-alloy-steel)) 

introduces a new domain of some workpiece materials. Using the hierarchical 
structure of the domain, a statement like 

(def-domain steel 
(building-steel alloy-steel 
stainless-steel)) 
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defines the hierarchical domain steel to be th ' unic)ll or SO IIl<' Illore specialized 
domains which have been defined before as plain or even hi ('rarchica.l domains. 

If some considered domain relates to a terminology defined using the KL -ONE

like terminological reasoning system TAXON , the term inology along with all its 
concepts can be imported and used by CONTAX, e.g. via a statement 

(import-terminology workpiece-materials) . 

The classified concepts (i.e., the subsumption dag) can directly be us('d as t he do
main hierarchy for CONTAX, where the TAXON / \ box individuals serve as Iea.ves. 

To be usable in real-life applications, CONTAX also supports variables ranging 
over intervals of integers. Such interva.l domaills, c.g. the donlrlill or a ll gles d('fillcd 
by 

(def-intdomain angle (0 90)), 

can directly be mapped to hierarchical domains. 

4.3.2 Defining constraints 

CONTAX provides different types of constrain ts: primit.ive (or ('xt.e ll siona l), pr('d
icative and compound const raints. Al l constraill t types Ill "), \)(' ddilwd ov<' r allY 
number of variables. 

Primitive constraints are defined by enul11 c ratill g a ll t.he' t.uples saL isfy illg the 
constraint. This kind of constraint can also be' regarded as a c/a/auasf cons /m,inl . 

One step towards a more comfortable definitioll of const raillts is to make use 
of non-leaf concepts when enumerat ing the relations. Consider, for example, 
the following constraint defin ing compat ibility between workpi('ce material and 
cutting-plates: 

(def-primitive-constraint compatible 
: interface (material plate) 
:domains (material plate) 
:tuples 

((cast cnmm) ... 
(alloy-steel dnmm-41) 
(steel dnmm-71) " .)) 

Here the fact that all kinds of steel are compat ible with the dnmm-71 plate are 
expressed by simply including the 'abstract' tup le (steel dnmm-71) in stead of 
all the tuples for different kinds of steel. 

Some constraints occurring in a real-world app li cat ioll a re difficult or even im
possible to be exp licit ly enumerated as primitive constraints. This is true, for 
example, for numerical constraints which shou ld be evaluated by the underlying 
LISP system. Therefore, constraints can a lso be defined by providing a LISP fun c
tion or lambda-expression (as argument to the: predicate keyword) which then 
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will be evaluated to test a given tuple for membership in the relation. Consider, 
for example, the <_180 constraint in the lathe-tool app li cation: 7 

(def-lisp-constraint <_180 
: interface 

(beta-max tc-edge-angle edge-angle) 
:predicate 

(lambda (beta-max tcea edge-angle) 
« (+ beta-max tcea edge-angle) 

180))) 

Other constraints may be defined by a RELFUN procedure. In this case, for each 
tuple which has to be tested for membership in the relation, the appropriate 
RELFUN goal is evaluated. 

Often it may happen that the same constraint subnet occurs many times be
tween different variables of the entire CSP. Therefore, it becomes very useful 
to define this subnet as a compound constraint which itself represents an entire 
constraint net. Local variables of the constraint subnet that on ly serve to con
nect local constraints need not to occur in the : interface li st . For example, 
the exemplary constraint net in Figure 3 can be defi ned as a single compound 
constraint named tooLsel. The loca l variab le edge_angle is determined by the 
variable plate and therefore need not to be visible from outside the tooLsel 
constraint: 

(def-compound-constraint tool_sel 
: interface 

(holder plate process wp-material 
beta-max tc-edge-angle) 

:constraints 
((holder_tcea holder tc-edge-angle) 
(plate_ea plate edge-angle) 
«_180 tc-edge-angle 

edge-angle 
beta-max) 

(compatible holder plate) 
(hard_enough plate wp-material) 
(process_holder process holder) 
(process_edge_angle process 

edge-angle») 

7 Although the variables beta-max , edge-angle , and tc-edge-angle range over finite dis
crete domains and it therefore would be possible to exp licit.ly enumerate all tup les sat isfying the 
<_180 constraint, in practice it is much more comfortab le and even more effic iently computa ble 
to defin e this constraint as a pred icat.ive const.ra int. using the underlying LISP syst.em. 
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4.3.3 Building the constraint net 

Since CONTAX is implemented in an object-oriented fashion based on CLOS , vari
ables and constraints are realized as CLOS objects. Therefore, the constraint 
net is simply built by creating instances of the vari ab le and constraint objects. 
Variable instances are created by e.g. 

(make-variable :name MVAR 
:domain material) 

(make-variable :name PVAR 
:domain plate) 

After having created all needed instan ces of the problem var iab les, they can be 
linked by creating the constraint instances, e.g. an instance of the compatible 
constraint: 

(make-constraint :name Cl 
:type compatible 
:material MVAR 
:plate PVAR 
:weight hard) 

4.3.4 Providing information for constraint relaxation 

Many real-life problems are oveT-specified, that is, they are formulated in such 
a way that no single optimal solution sat isfying all the given constraints can be 
found. In order to bring AI technology into real-world app li cations it becomes 
very important to be able to cope with conflicting const ra ints and to provide a 
mechanism to relax the given CSP until a (suboptimal) solution can be found. 

Therefore, CONTAX allows to specify add it ional information to be used if the 
constraint problem turns out to be over-specified and the const raint solver detects 
an inconsistency: 

• First, constraints can be weighted . That is, each constraint can be attached 
to a weight out of the discrete set of five we ights ranging from soft to hard. 
By default, CONTAX regards a ll constrain ts to be hard constraints which 
cannot be relaxed.s 

• Second, the tuples constitut ing primitive const raints can be weighted, too. 
The tuples listed as argument for the : tuples keyword in the constraint 
definition form the minimum definition of the relation. For relaxa.tion pur
poses the relation can be extended by including add itional tuples. These 

BIt has been shown, e.g. by [Descotte and Latombe, 1985], t hat in general only a small num
ber of discrete weights is necessary to represent the user 's knowledge about priorities between 
constraints. Providing a larger or even an infini te set of weights would violate t he declarative 
sty le of knowledge processing using const raints, s in ce the user wou ld t hen be ab le to directly 
code control inform at ion into the priorit ies of t he const raints. 
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Telaxation tuples are a lso given a. weight ri-lIlgillg O\'er 1.he discrete set from 
relaxl to relax5. O bvious ly, t hi s results ill a more fine-grain relaxation 
behavior than weighting entire constrai nt s on Iy. 

By this means, CONTAX offers a very declarative and natural way to spec ify, for 
example, that the plate dnmm-41 may a lso be used for stainless-steel if other 
(better) combinat ions cannot be used for SOI11C reason: 

(def-primitive-constraint compatible 
:interface (mat pI) 
:domains (material plate) 
:tuples 

((cast cnmm) ... 
(alloy-steel dnmm-41) 
(steel dnmm-71) ... ) 

: relaxl 
((stainless-steel dnmm-41))) 

4.3.5 Computing a hierarchical arc-consistent value assignment 

After having defined a ll variab les, cOllstraillt.s. and t.heir ("Ollll('ct iOlls !"orillillg a 
constraint net, CONTAX is ready to perform its real job. 1l<l1ll<'ly t.o propagate 
value restrictions t hrough the constrai nt nd ill order t.o COlllPl lt.c' a hierarchical 
arc-consistent value ass ignment . 

The basic idea of the CONTAX constrain t propaga.tioll algorithlll is first to start 
with the mostly relaxed problem, to check whether a hierarchical arc-cons ist('lIt 
value ass ignment can be computed, and then to strengthcll t he problem st('p 
by step until it either becomes equal to the hard problem rOrillulation (withollt 
using any relaxation tuples) or an in consistency occurs, in which cas(' the most 
previously computed hierarchical arc-cons istent value assig nll l<'nt is returned: 

l. All constraints are relaxed as far as possible, i.c. all relaxation tuples and all 
hard constraints are taken into accoullt. The r('lclxatioll vallie assignITH'nt (7,. 

is set to be the empty assignment (7.L : V -+ .l. All constra in ts arc pllshed 
onto a queue Q of constraints that have to be revised, that is, checked for 
hierarchical arc-consistency. 

2. A constraint C(Xl, ... , Xn) E Q is selected to gel revised and is deleted 
from Q. The domains of the variables Xl"'" )(n arc then checked for 
hierarchical arc-consistency W.r.t. C. 

3. If the domain of some variab le becomes empty, an inconsistcncy has been 
detected and the relaxation value assignment (7,. is returned as the hierar
chical arc-consistent value assignment for the (re laxcd) II eSp. 
Otherwise, if the domain of some variable X has been restr icted due to the 
application of some constraint, all other constraints (,'1,' . . ,Cm connected 
with X have to be revised again: Q t- QU{ C1 , •.. , Cm } 
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4. If the constraint queue Q is not empt.y, the process CO lltillU(,S wit h st.ep 2. 
Otherwise , t he current va lue ass ignment. rT is hi era rchi ca l a rc-consistent 
and is stored as new relaxation value ass ig llment rTr . 

5. If there are no more constraints th a t can be st. re llgt hell ed , i.e. a ll constraints 
and no relaxation t uples a re curre ntl y takc ll illto acco un t, rT ,. is returll cd as 
the va lue assignment sa t isfy ing the e lltirc esp. 
Otherwise , the CSP is st rengthe ned in sO l11 e as pec t , i.e . sO lli e S('\, o f re
laxation t uples is removed or some constra in t is added th at has not ye t 
been taken into account. The con stra int qu C'ue Q is set to hold t.1l(' IlPwly 
strengthened constraint s and the process cO lltinues with ste p 2. 

Step 2 contains the ve ry heart of the constraint jJl 'O j)(/,!J(flio/l al go rithm , whi ch 
is how to select t he next constraint from Q to l"C yi se. if r re, a set of heuri st.i cs are 
used , for example , t o prefer the constrain t with t he llIos tl y res t.ri cted doma.ill s of 
its vari ables . 

Step 5 incorporates t he very heart of the 1·ela.l'fIl io ll procedure, i.e . t.I1P se lect ion 
of the next strengthening step. Again , thi s select. ioll is a lso ba.sed 0 11 hr uri sti cs 
guided by t he di screte weight s of t he re laxation t.up les <\lId Lhe COll st.ra illt.s t.iWlll 
selves . 

4.3.6 Implementation issues 

The CONTAX system has been im pleme nted ill ( :O llllllOIl Li sp a lld rUll s 011 a va
rie ty of hardware pla tforms including SYlllbo ii cs ll X1200 Li sp bo,uds. III o rde r 
to de velop an open system which can eas il y be extellded towa rd s ot.h e r ty pes of 
domains, the mechanism s like di spa tchin g 0 11 ty pe a nd ti l<:' usc' of generi c fUll c
ti ons as provided by the Common Lisp Obj ect Syste lll (C LOS ) have be(,11 used 
intensively. 

Besides being integrated in COLAB, there a lso exists a st. a nd -alone version of 
CONTAX with a programmer interface to LISP [M eyer a nd St.e inle, 1992] that e n
ables any LISP-based application to use CO NTAX as its own const ra.int-reasoning 
formali sm . 

5 Using C ONTAX for lathe-tool selection 

The constraint system CONTAX presented so fa r has been used to fo rm a li ze and 
solve the lathe-tool select ion problem as it occurs in a real-life process plann ing 
application. The principal approach how to form a li ze t he lat he-tool selection 
problem as a CSP has been given before using a small example. H owever , in our 
real-life application we have to deal with a conside ra bly larger se t of con straints 
on some more variables ranging over much la rger dom ain s. 

The current implementa t ion of t he la the-too l select ion module [Tol zm ann , 
1992] covers 59 different cutt ing pl a tes, 62 holders, an d 22 diffe rent m ateri a ls . The 
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problem constraints determining the tool selection include technological 'rules ' 
like 

If the workpiece is stable (a criterion depending on the 
length/ diameter ratio) and the edge-angle is of class large or 
medium, 
then prefer a medium tool-cutting edge-angle (tc-edge-angle) 

as well as economical ones like 

If the current process is rough-turning the workpiece, 
then a quadratic plate should be preferred to a triangular one wher
ever possible. Quadratic plates can be used more often in a process 
since they have one more tip. 

Due to the compact notation of concepts (or classes) representing subsets of 
the domains, together with the ability to define constraints over abstract concepts 
and making use of inheriting properties from superconcepts to subconcepts, the 
increasing domain sizes of more than 400 elements in total poses no real efficiency 
problems. Since variables and constraints are compi led into CLOS objects, the 
most time-consuming task has been the generation of the constraint network. 
Thus, as in our concrete application all constraints and vari ables that have to 
be generated are known in advance, the constraint net can be built up when 
loading the whole planning system; the constraint-solving process itself can then 
be performed very efficiently. 

Moreover, as expected, the problem formulation aCCJuired from human experts 
as well as from text-books turned out to be contradictive. Thus, constraints had 
to be weighted in order to cope with such impli cit contrad ict ioi1s. The ability of 
CONTAX to relax the problem step by step until it becomes solvable, has been 
essential for the success of our approach. Trying to formulate the problem using 
other constraint systems, would have required a complete problem reformulation. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper we have shown how the notion of hierarchical arc-consistency intro
duced by [Mackworth et ai.) 1985] can serve as a basis for developing a constraint 
system over hierarchically structured finite domains. 

The application of lathe-tool selection motivated the development of a con
straint relaxation procedure, which enables the system to cope with over-specified 
constraint problems. 

Both extensions of classical constraint systems, exploiting hierarchically struc
tured domains and incorporating constraint relaxation methods, have been es
sential for our approach to use constraint propagation for lathe-tool selection in 
a real-life application. 
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